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AGENDA

1. Announcements
2. Esri Update
3. Roads and Highways for AGOL and Portal
4. Open Discussion

**** Please mute phones!! ****

Roads and Highways User Group



ANNOUNCEMENTS
• Implementation Status Survey
• AEGIST Peer Exchange
• GeoNet

Roads and Highways User Group



Esri Updates

Nathan Easley

Roads and Highways User Group



Roads & Highways for AGOL and 
Portal

Doug Cochran

Roads and Highways User Group



Open Discussion

RHUG Community

Roads and Highways User Group



Upcoming Meetings / Contacts

Wednesday, January 8, 2020

Contact Info:  
Erin Lesh ealesh@ncdot.gov

Patrick Whiteford pwhiteford@azdot.gov

Roads and Highways User Group

mailto:ealesh@ncdot.gov
mailto:pwhiteford@azdot.gov


Product Team Update

(RHUG meeting 12/11/19)

Nathan Easley



Capabilities currently under development

• Testing 10.6.1/10.7.1 patches

• Intersections

- Configuration

- Modification

• Complex route shapes (loop, lollipop, alpha, branch, etc.)

- Create Route

- Extend Route



Support Incidents/Defects

• BUG-000124441 – Incorrect value gets auto-populated for some routes while using tools from 

Roads and Highway toolbar (developer working on fix for 10.8.1)

• BUG-000127180 – The Check Events tool does not indicate that a gap exists when creating a 

micro gap between events (less than 7) at the 7th decimal place (currently investigating)



10.8 Defects

Defect Action

BUG-000122847 – Certain decimals change after manual inputting certain numbers 

in attributes within Event Editor 

Fixed in 10.8

BUG-000123422 – When Registering an Event from the ALRS Properties window, 

Event behaviors will reset to defaults 

Fixed in 10.8

BUG-000122121 – When performing a cartographic realignment that is larger than 

the M tolerance but smaller than the default XY tolerance and the network is 

configured to update the measure for cartographic realignments, no calibrate edit 

log records are written, resulting in incorrect event behaviors being applied

Fixed in 10.8

BUG-000125618 – Delete Routes Geoprocessing tool fails unless the data owner 

user is connecting to enterprise geodatabase

Fixed in 10.8

BUG-000126639 – geometryToMeasure functionality for LRSServer map service 

shows route points locations even outside of the specified tolerance value 

Fixed in 10.8

BUG-000126147 – Concurrencies operation on a linear referencing (LRS) enabled 

map service does not return expected results 

Fixed in 10.8



Other Announcements

• Examples of route edits made to complex route shapes (loop, lollipop, alpha, 

branch, etc.)

• Use of CAD and Civil 3D within your DOT and how it’s used with Roads and 

Highways





Linear Referencing System (LRS) in 
ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise 

Doug Cochran, dcochran@esri.com
ArcGIS Online Product Management



LRS Requirements in ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise

• Provide an LRS-Event “READOUT” tool

LRS

Min Measure: 0
Max Measure: 11.246

Find Measure:



LRS Requirements in ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise

• Allow Online and Enterprise apps access to Event tables for query, analysis and 
visualization



LRS Requirements in ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise

• Enable LRS search queries in the Map Viewer Search box to locate point or line events in 
the LRS network



LRS Roadmap for Support in ArcGIS Online/Enterprise

• Currently being researched on the backend

• Will be looked at more closely in 2020, and other initiatives

• LRS support is a high priority for ArcGIS Online/Enterprise

• Beta opportunities to test LRS before public release 



Questions for the RHUG 

• Benefits of having LRS support in ArcGIS Online and Enterprise?

• Would this capability be used as a replacement or complimentary to Roads and 
Highways?

• Who are the consumers of LRS data in ArcGIS Online/Enterprise?



Thank you!

Contact:
dcochran@esri.com





December 12, 2019

Roads & Highways REST API
Use at NYSDOT
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Esri Roads and Highways/Linear Referencing REST API

New York and our 
consultants are 
currently using or 
developing against the 
REST API capabilities 
for a number of 
projects.
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Smart Entry Engine (SEE) – tabular editable roadway inventory 
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Route, Road, Ramp Project Locations and OPPM
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Automation around deriving LRS locations where geospatial is the master

Roadside assets including signs, guiderail, small culverts, lighting, etc. 
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Using server based Roads and Highways capabilities

• REST API vs GP tools vs published geoprocessing services.

• Are REST API capabilities providing the expected results?

• Are you using the Roads and Highways/Linear Referencing API for similar 
workflows or integrated applications?  

• Recommend using GeoNet to continue the discussion among the community on 
best practices and effective use, documentation, issues with API functionality,  



Yueming Wu @ WVDOT-Highways13:00 

Doug of ESRI, can you move to the next slide so we can record your contact info.? 

Blaine Hackett MnDOT13:04 

Doug, MnDOT is looking at implementing 10.7.1. Can you speak to how Roadway Characteristic 
Editor takes advantage of AGOL and/or Portal? 

You13:05 

DCochran@esri.com 
Tom Brenneman13:06 

Blaine, The Event Editor uses the security model of ArcGIS Online or the ArcGIS Enterprise Portal. 

Nicole Hanson13:06 

Doug- ITD has implemented the use of an external portal to allow for those outside the agency to 
edit LRS events. Would having LRS support in ArcGISOnline replace that? 

Tom Brenneman13:07 

Sorry having trouble with mic 

Yueming Wu @ WVDOT-Highways13:08 

Thanks, Erin 

David Knudsen13:08 

Doug--to the extent the AGOL capabilities parallel those of event editor, it would be helpful to 
developers! AGOL API is documented, but I've really had to hack the event editor to extend its 
capabilities. Haven't found any documentation of how to do that. 

Doug Cochran13:09 

LRS API in ArcGIS Online/Enterpreise. Noted! thanks. 

Nicole Hanson13:23 

Kevin- ITD is using the R&H APIs 

Michael Clement13:31 

most people who aren't in the LRS editing environment want to see reference posts 
Bibi13:31 

Hello, is there a diagram of the recommend workfflow between R&H model to LRS to help beginners 
implement the best practices process? 

Claire Inbody13:33 

Yes Nebraska DOT is the same ref post is used for everything outside of the LRS process. 

mailto:DCochran@esri.com


Kyle G13:46 

it would be a shame for counties to attempt to develop LRS solutions that would be different than the 
state LRS systems 
 

Ryan13:48 

Tom - I think the best way to think of the "multi LRM" issue is to think about it in terms of language 
(at least from my viewpoint). I really think the need is not about 1,2, etc. LRM's but instead is about 
the ability to "speak the language" of the user/need at any given time. The issue that everyone is 
trying to get past is much like the Tower of Babel story. There are many different users who need to 
communicate across multiple languages. While the LRS is the "universal language" from the 
software standpoint the translation between the universal language (whether it be cartographic 
length, mileposts, etc.) to another language (LRM) is not simplistic in nature. The need is for different 
users to be able to access the data as they would like to access it for the need at hand is key. For 
instance, the LRS team might want to talk in cartographic length language; while a bridge 
maintenance team would love to talk in physical attribute + offset language (Bridge Deck + 200'). 
Ryan13:48 

An LRM translation tool would be ideal 
 

Pedro Zanoguera13:49 

Cannot view anything in the PC screen or hear anything,. I can only read the chat. 
You13:49 

Pedro - nothing is being shared right now. Just open discussion and chat box comments 
 

UDOT13:50 

we can't hear Nathan 
Pedro Zanoguera13:50 

Ok, thanks 
 

Bibi13:51 

Miami-Dade County is looking integrate CADD 
Bibi13:51 

with R&H 
Sam Coldiron - Oklahoma DOT13:53 

We use the DGN files from either As Built or 90% and spatially reference it so we can update new 
alignments or add new attributes 
 

Tom Brenneman13:53 

Ryan - My thought is to use location as the universal language. If we convert a reference post offset 
to a spatial location we can then use tools like Workforce or Navigator to send people to that location 
without having the field user to even know what the reference post or LRS position is. And conversly 
if someone fills out a form and captures the location in the field, then in the back office we can add 



LRS and reference post offsets to that data. And then again in that second case the field user would 
not need to know their reference post position. 

Nicole Hanson13:55 

ITD does the same as Oklahoma 

Blaine Hackett MnDOT13:56 

We us it for background if we don't have aerials 

Sam Coldiron - Oklahoma DOT13:57 

We use microstation 
Michael Clement13:57 

DGN's here in Iowa 
Claire Inbody13:57 

dgn in nebraska 

Eric Jackson13:58 

DGN's here at WSDOT 

Blaine Hackett MnDOT14:00 

Where will the recording be available? 
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